
Spirit Hotel included into World-Elite 

 

The five-star Spirit Hotel of Sárvár won the "Signum Virtutis" award at the 

Seven Stars Global Luxury Awards, the emblem of merit which is presented year 

after year to the best caterers and representatives of the hotel, travel and 

service sector throughout the world. Thus the luxury hotel of Sárvár has made 

its way into an elite club of special premium brands and services.  

The five-star Spirit Hotel of Sárvár won the "Signum Virtutis" award at one of the most 

prestigious awards of luxury brands, the Seven Stars Global Luxury Awards, which is 

presented every year to five-star, premium lifestyle and catering brands. The 

international award was established in 2013 with the purpose of highlighting the finest of 

luxury brands and services. This year, they presented the prestigious awards in 21 

individual categories to the finest of the respective fields. The winners were chosen based 

upon popular choice and the evaluation of a professional jury, and thus the award is a 

professional recognition as well as feedback on the behalf of the general public. 

Only 51 of the 317 hotels over five continents in the Spa category won the "Signum 

Virtutis" award for the finest establishments in the world. In Europe, only 17 five-star 

hotels won the top award. Apart from the 3 Swiss and 3 Spanish winners, French, 

German, Austrian, Croatian, Czech, Portuguese, Turkish, Irish, Cypriot and Greek luxury 

hotels won the emblem of excellence alongside the Hungarian Spirit Hotel. Khalil EL-

Mouelhy, founder of the Seven Stars Global Luxury Awards and Seven Stars Magazine, 

explained that winning the exclusive award is a major achievement, proving that the 

establishment in question belongs to an elite class.  

Hotels can gain nominations in one of two ways: they can nominate themselves, which 

will be adjudicated by a jury or the members of the jury themselves can nominate the 

worthiest hotels, as in the case of the Spirit Hotel. A key factor in selecting the nominees 

is their five-star quality and the outstanding reviews of guests, which were often 

personally verified by members of the professional jury. In selecting the winner, the 

members of the jury considered the tiniest details, from the equipment to the extra 

services provided to the guests.  

The Seven Stars Global Luxury Award is an exceptional acknowledgement for the hotel, 

since this is only earned by truly the finest hotels in the world. According to András 

Kaisinger, managing director of the Spirit Hotel, beyond the unique natural and 

constructed environment, the reserved elegance, the use of natural materials, and the 

Spirit team's high level of professional knowledge, exceptional attention and hospitality, 

the unique selection of wellness and preventive health treatments is what truly sets the 

hotel apart. The programs of the Spirit Hotel based on a holistic approach of body and 

soul consist of status assessments and health preserving treatments which allow for 

guests to relax in a carefree environment and maximum comfort as well as devote time 

to their health. 

The Spirit Hotel has won numerous prestigious European and international awards in the 

past. Thanks to its innovative and continuously expanding range of health services, it has 

been - amongst other things - a member of the Healing Hotels of the World since 2010, 

whilst the TripAdvisor international traveler rating site has awarded the "Travellers’ 

Choice” recognition to the hotel for third time this year, which is only presented to 1% of 

the establishments listed on the site. 

 



Spirit Hotel Thermal Spa*****superior 

 
Since opening its doors in March 2008, the Spirit Hotel Thermal Spa*****superior has been a flagship 
of the domestic hotel industry. A winner of numerous domestic and international awards, the hotel 
is located in Sárvár, in close proximity to lush forests and the picturesque seven lakes, a few 
minutes' walk from the city center. It features 271 rooms with the 10 thousand square meter floor 
space "Oasis" bathing and wellness facility as its backbone which includes a unique rehabilitation 
and medical spa center. The Spirit Hotel features two distinctive types of thermal 

water: 46 degrees Celsius "Spirit Thermal water" bursting forth from the depth of 1 kilometer as 
well as the salty thermal water gained from even greater depths with a beneficial effect unique all 
over the world. The Spirit Hotel is a member of Healing Hotels of the World and was the first and 
only five-star Hungarian hotel to receive in 2010 the European Health & Spa Award Best 
Destination Spa award. In 2014, it won the Hungarian Product Grand Prix award followed in the 
same year by the Golden Sun award presented to the best five-star conference hotel in Hungary, 

whilst the Gault et Millau Guide chose it as the best Hungarian wellness hotel in 2015. 

www.spirithotel.hu | www.facebook.com/spirithotel 
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